
Testing LLMs for conflict & 
dialogue analysis on social media

Christianity and Polarization

LLMs classification validation for use on conflict analysis


Without example [label = polar_no_examples]Without example [label = christ_no_examples]

You are a helpful research assistant that is an expert in 
classifying small texts such as social media posts.  

Based on a dataset of Twitter posts, categorize the posts 
that talk about the Maharlika sovereign wealth fund bill in 
the Philippines based on the position below:
 

Support: Posts that support or defend the bill for its 
potential to promote development and economic growth, 
and capacity to invest in government projects outside of 
the legal frameworks. The posts may contain words such 
as investment, development, growth, future, profitable, 
and other related words.   
Opposition: Posts that oppose or criticize the bill as 
another vehicle for corruption and theft of public funds 
for private gains. These posts also raise concerns about 
the mechanisms of the fund, the experts who will manage 
the funds, and the other issues about the implementation 
of the fund. The posts may contain words such as rob, 
scam, scandal, gamble, oligarchy, and other related 
words. 
Neutrality: Posts that report about the bill without 
expressing criticisms or support. These posts also 
express openness to what the fund could bring about, as 
well as questions and suggestions about how to use the 
fund. These posts may contain news reports about the 
bill, and other unclear or ambiguous expressions.  
Others: Posts that do not fall in the themes A to C.  

Please create a new column “position” and populate it 
with the categories above. Please answer with A, B, C, 
and D.
 

Text: {...} 

Findings



Methodology finding

 When running the stance classification prompt, Google 
flan (8% errors) performed slightly better than GPT 
3.5 (10% errors) using the sample tweets (n = 50) 
based on the manually labeled categories by someone 
by local and issue knowledge

 When running the argument classification prompt, the 
two models performed significantly different from 
each other: GPT 3.5 (8% errors) and Google flan (34% 
error), indicating that GPT 3.5 is far more adept at 
more conceptual categorization tasks than Google 
flan

 On making decisions about classification, we observed 
three things: (1) Order of words in a text might matter 
in the labeling, (2) Tweets with longer text are more 
accurately labeled than the other tweets, (3) With 
limited textual cues, GPT 3.5 tend to overinterpret the 
text

 In general, better performing prompt design involve 
more direct and simple-worded instructions that avoid 
conceptual load on the model



Controversy finding

 Stance: Opposition to the bill is a dominant trend 
(62.13 percent), while support is only X% of the 
Twitter data. Despite this, the state agenda still 
prevailed. This directed us to investigate the select 
tweets advancing Maharlika fund

 Arguments: Among the supporting tweets in the 
dataset, the majority of the tweets were labeled as 
“none of the above” (523/845 or 61.89 percent), while 
those tweets that were labeled as investment 
(270/845), allowing for multiple labels per tweet. 
Those labeled outside of the listed arguments are 
mostly news reports and tweets that identify factual 
information about the Maharlika fund.



Conclusion



While the two models performed at par when classifying 
positions towards an issue, GPT 3.5 performed better at 
extracting arguments or providing conceptual summary 
from small texts such as tweets. For the controversy, we 
conclude that either the timeframe or the platform was 
not the target of state propaganda and exploring other 
timeframes or platforms might reveal more meaningful 
insights.




Finding

 It could be that zero-shot classification using LLMs can 
classify tweets about Christianity wel

 It could be that zero-shot classification using LLMs has 
more problems with complex ideas like polarizatio

 GPT performs better than FLAN but not remarkably 
better for Christianit

 Prompt design matters and it hard to predict the effec
 When using a prompt with reasoning, if you don’t ask 

for specific classes as an output it is almost impossible 
to process the output correctly. The following sentence 
seems to work well in ChatGPT: “could you please 
answer in a JSON format, using the following keys: 
reasoning (insert here the reasoning), classes (insert 
here the classes that are present).”





Conclusions



People analysing conflict using social media discourse 
could use Zero-shot classification to get a subset of data 
that is about some well-known subject. This smaller set 
could then be analysed further through computation 
methods or qualitative. 

Since it is hard to predict which prompts will work better 
than others it is recommended in designing the prompt to 
test it on a small, representative, annotated dataset.

F1 score comparing manual annotation to the output of 
each model prompt combination

Comparison to the human validation.

Final results

Classification of positions and arguments on the sample data (100 posts)

Arguments for supportive stance (845 posts)

Prompts dissection

You are a researcher into Christianity and polarization in 
the US.* I will provide you with a text, and I need you to 
classify it based on the following definitions:



(polar-stereotype) The text stereotypes a specific group 
of individuals, attributing and generalizing certain 
characteristics to all members of the group regardless of 
individual differences. Stereotyping often reduces 
complex individuals to simple, monolithic 
representations.

(polar-demonize) The text defames or demonizes a 
particular group, person, or entity for example through 
exaggeration, misrepresentation, or biased framing that 
presents the subject in a negative or harmful light.

(polar-dehumanize) The text dehumanizes a group or 
individual. The text strips a group or individual of their 
human qualities or personality for example by using 
language that compares people to animals, machines, or 
objects, or that otherwise denies their humanity, dignity, 
or individuality.

(polar-deindividualize) The text reduces individuals to 
anonymous members of a group, ignoring their unique 
characteristics or personal identities. The text erases 
individuality to emphasize group identity for example 
implying that all members of the group are 
interchangeable or identical. 

(polar-absolutism) The text uses extreme language or 
makes absolute statements for example “always”,  
"never”, "worst", "best", or dichotomic language such as 
"us vs. them", "right vs. wrong". 

(polar-distrust) The text indicates an expectation that 
content shared by a particular group will lack veracity or 
value. This could be an inherent disbelief in the validity of 
any information coming from that group, including the 
spread of outrageous claims or misinformation about a 
group. This could be the expectation that dialogue with 
the group will not be constructive, or that any interaction 
will result in conflict or hostility.

(polar-lack-empathy) The text lacks empathy or 
understanding for other perspectives or experiences for 
example by ignoring or dismissing the viewpoints or 
experiences of others, or showing a lack of willingness to 
understand or empathize with them.

(polar-incivility) The text suggests an expectation of 
incivility in intra-group interactions. This might involve 
references to offensive discussion strategies, rapid 
position-taking, clapbacks, or other forms of 
confrontational communication.

(polar-harsh) The text accepts or promotes the use of 
harsh tactics such as hate speech, harassment, or 
doxxing. This could involve endorsing, condoning, or 
trivializing these harmful behaviors.

(polar-doubtful) If the classification of a text as 
reflecting polarization is not clear.

(polar-none) The text does not fit any of the previous 
definitions.



Please, answer with either polar-stereotype, polar-
demonize, polar-dehumanize, polar-deindividualize, 
polar-absolutism, polar-distrust, polar-lack-empathy, 
polar-incivility, polar-harsh, polar-doubtful, polar-none or 
a combination of them as a comma-separated list.**
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PROMPT 1

PROMPT 2

You are a helpful research assistant that is an expert in 
extracting information from small texts such as social 
media posts.
 

Prompt: Select the option that best describes what this 
Tweet is saying: 



(A) it says that the Maharlika fund can hinder corruption 
in the government and lessen inefficiency in the system; 
(B) it says that the Maharlika fund can attract investors 
to put their money in the fund and invest in the country; 

(C) it says that the Maharlika fund can promote good 
governance among government officials and public 
sector workers; 

(D) it says that the Maharlika fund can create or 
generate jobs for people; 

(E) it says that the Maharlika fund will lead to supporting 
or financing the country’s infrastructure; 

(F) it says that the Maharlika fund can boost the 
economy and bring wealth to the country; 

(G) None of the above, or uncertain answer. 



Please answer with A, B, C, D, E, F, G or a combination 


(E) it says that the Maharlika fund will lead to supporting or financing the country’s infrastructure; 

(B) It says that the Maharlika fund can attract investors to put their money in the fund and invest in the country;

(D) It says that the Maharlika fund can create or generate jobs for people; 

(F) It says that the Maharlika fund can boost the economy and bring wealth to the country; 

(G) None of the above
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Additional prompt iterations based of f1 score results:

You are a researcher into Christianity and polarization in 
the US.* I will provide you with a text, and I need you to 
classify it based on the following definitions:



(c-identities) The text mentions specific Christian groups, 
denominations or identities such as Catholics, 
Protestants, Evangelicals, Orthodox Christians, or 
Christians.

(c-person) The text mentions specific Christian people or 
mentions that specific people are Christian or are 
affiliated to specific Christian denominations such as 
Catholics, Protestants, Evangelicals, Orthodox Christians, 
or Christians. 

(c-texts) The text references or quotes the Bible, the 
gospels, the Scriptures, including specific books or 
verses, or does it quote recognized Christian leaders like 
Pope Francis, Martin Luther, Billy Graham, etc.

(c-rituals) The text mentions specific rituals and 
practices unique to Christianity such as baptism, holy 
communion, or confirmation, or does it mention 
theological concepts unique to Christianity like the Trinity, 
Original Sin, Salvation, etc. 

(c-places) The text mentions Christian places such as 
Churches and Cathedrals.

(c-figures) The text references Jesus Christ, Virgin Mary, 
the Cross, the Resurrection, or other figures and symbols 
unique to Christianity?.

(c-holidays) The text mentions Christian holidays such as 
Christmas, Easter, Good Friday, Lent, or Pentecost. 

(c-doubtful) The classification of a text as referencing 
Christianity is not clear.

(c-none) The text does not fit any of the previous 
definitions.



Please, answer with c-identities, c-person, c-texts, c-
rituals, c-figures, c-holidays, c-places, c-doubtful, c-none 
or a combination of them as a comma-separated list.**













Changes applied in V3:



*You are a domain expert in Christianity and polarization 
in the US.



**Based on these definitions classify the text [...] or a 
combination of them as a comma-separated list.






